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AUDENTIA SERIES
CUSTOM EAR
PLUGS
PRECISION FIT, PERSONALIZED

COMFORT & PROTECTION
FOR YOUR EARS



CUSTOM
HEARING 
PROTECTION
Custom ear plugs are commonly used by
musicians, concert-goers, motorcyclists,
swimmers, and individuals who work in noisy
environments to protect their hearing and
maintain ear health. They are available in various
materials and designs to suit different needs and
preferences.

AED 450/-STARTING
FROM

ENHANCED PROTECTION
ULTIMATE COMFORT
IMPROVED SOUND
CUSTOM FIT
VERSATILITY
LONGEVITY
REUSABLE
HYGIENIC
QUALITY



BLOCK THE NOISE, PROTECT
YOUR EARS: CHOOSE

CUSTOM EAR PROTECTION
FOR PEACE OF MIND

AUDENTIA SERIES A1 AUDENTIA SERIES M1
Aviation custom ear plugs are essential accessories
for pilots seeking to protect their hearing, enhance
communication, and ensure comfort and safety
during flight operations. With their customized fit and
specialized features, these ear plugs are
indispensable tools for maintaining optimal
performance and situational awareness in the
cockpit.

Audentia Series M1-Noise custom ear plugs are essential
accessories for individuals who are exposed to loud
noises during work or leisure activities.

AED 950/- AED 750/-PRICE PRICE



AUDENTIA SERIES N1

AUDENTIA SERIES M12

Custom ear plugs designed for sleeping offer a personalized solution to help
you achieve a restful night's sleep. Crafted to fit your ear canals perfectly, these
ear plugs provide a comfortable and secure seal, effectively blocking out
unwanted noise from your surroundings. Whether you're dealing with noisy
neighbors, street traffic, or snoring partners, sleeping custom ear plugs help
create a peaceful environment conducive to sleep.

Musician's custom ear plugs are essential tools for preserving hearing health
and ensuring optimal performance quality for musicians and audio
professionals alike. With their customized fit and high-fidelity sound
attenuation, these ear plugs provide the perfect balance between protection
and musical clarity.

Best Seller

Best Seller

AED 450/-

AED 850/-

PRICE

PRICE



Audentia Series M12

Engineered for Pure Audio Clarity and
Comfort on Stage

AED 850/-STARTING
FROM

Musician Custom Ear Plugs



AUDENTIA SERIES CEP
CEP custom ear plugs are specialized hearing protection solutions that combine advanced technology with
customized fit and comfort. Designed to enhance communication and situational awareness in noisy environments,
these ear plugs are indispensable tools for professionals and enthusiasts who require reliable hearing protection
without compromising on communication clarity and comfort.

Available Colors:AED 750/-PRICE



AUDENTIA SERIES R1

AUDENTIA SERIES O1

AUDENTIA SERIES S1

Shooting sport earplugs are specialized
hearing protection devices designed
specifically for individuals engaged in
shooting sports. 

AED 750/-

AED 750/-

AED 450/-

PRICE

PRICE

PRICE

Available Colors:

Available Colors:

Available Colors:

Industrial custom ear plugs are specialized
hearing protection devices designed to
safeguard workers' hearing in noisy
industrial environments.

Swimming custom ear plugs are specially
designed hearing protection devices
crafted to keep water out of the ear canal
during swimming, diving, or other water
activities.



Precision Protection for Every Passion – Earplugs Engineered
for Hobbyists and Professionals. 

EAR
PROTECTION

AED 450/-STARTING
FROM

Audentia Series



AUDENTIA SERIES C22

AUDENTIA SERIES F1

Model Audentia Pro C22 earplugs are specifically
designed to provide hearing protection for call
center agents or individuals working in noisy
environments. These earplugs are designed to
reduce the exposure to loud sounds while still
allowing the wearer to hear important
communication and conversation.

AED 750/-

AED 950/-

PRICE

PRICE

AUDENTIA SERIES C+2

AED 750/-PRICE

Student custom ear plugs are essential
accessories for students seeking to enhance their
academic performance and productivity. With
their custom fit, noise reduction capabilities,
comfort features, and versatility, these ear plugs
provide students with a valuable tool for creating
a quiet and focused study environment conducive
to learning and success.

Custom Formula F1 Ear Plugs are specialized
hearing protection devices designed specifically
for use in Formula 1 racing environments. Formula 1
racing is known for its extremely loud noise levels,
with the engines producing high decibels that can
be damaging to the ears if not adequately
protected. 



Power Sport Ear Plugs,
you can push your
limits with confidence,
knowing that your
hearing is in safe
hands. Experience the
thrill of the ride without
compromising on
comfort or protection.
Gear up and unleash
your potential today

AED 750/-STARTING
FROM

Audentia Series P1



For completely open and occlusion free restorations
Ideal for mild high frequency hearing loss 
Defined fit for optimal sound transmission
Secure fit: low probability of hearing aid loss
Extra small AeroFlex earmold
Hardly noticeable for the wearer
Available in multi color
Exclusive 3D printing from Digital Ears Centers

AED 450/-STARTING
FROM

Aeroflex Series

The Custom Made  Open Dome

AER FLEX



These in-ear monitors combine meticulously handcrafted
custom ear moulds by Fischer Amps with the transducer of
Sennheiser’s top-of-the-range IE 500 PRO. Featuring
Sennheiser’s TrueResponse technology, the in-ears open up a
completely natural, clear and spacious sound stage, enabling
musicians and engineers to fully focus and critically monitor
their sound.

AED 350/-STARTING
FROM

IN THE EAR
MONITOR

EAR IMPRESSION



AED 450/-STARTING
FROM

Custom 

Plug

Fidelity ear tips bring a custom fit to
AirPods Pro

AirPods plugs
provide a

personalized and
comfortable

listening experience,
improved sound

quality, enhanced
noise isolation, and

greater stability
during movement.



EAR IMPRESSION ONLY

HARD & SOFT MOULD

An ear impression is a crucial step in the creation
of custom-fitted ear products designed to
enhance comfort, improve hearing, and protect
the ears. It provides a precise mold of the
individual's ear anatomy, facilitating the
production of high-quality, personalized ear
solutions tailored to specific needs and
preferences.

AED 250/-

AED 450/-

PRICE

PRICE

EAR IMPRESSION 3D FILE

AED 100/-PRICE

Ear impression 3D file serves as the digital
blueprint for creating custom-fitted ear products
tailored to the unique anatomy of an individual's
ears. It enables manufacturers to produce high-
quality, comfortable, and effective ear solutions
that meet the specific needs of each user.

The choice between hard and soft ear molds
depends on the specific requirements of the
application and the individual's preferences for
comfort and durability. Hard molds are suitable for
applications where rigidity and stability are
important, while soft molds offer superior comfort
and flexibility for everyday use.



SELECT THE IDEAL EAR FILTER FOR YOUR NEEDS



LOOKING TO CREATE CUSTOM EARPLUGS?

PRICE
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WE OFFER 3D EAR MOULD
SCAN SERVICES FOR
PRECISE DESIGN AND
PRINTING.

 
GET IN TOUCH WITH US TO
RECEIVE THE 3D SCAN FILE
DIRECTLY TO YOUR EMAIL.
 

PERFECT FIT, MAXIMUM
COMFORT, AND SUPERIOR
PROTECTION. 

CONTACT US NOW FOR MORE
DETAILS

www.audentia.ae
audentia.uae@icloud.com
Mobile:+971(0)50 499 60 81

tel:+97165457788


AUDENTIA 
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